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ABSTRACT
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The practice of inquiry in teach ng has become increasingly imporbant at all

levels in science education. However, the effectiveness of teachers in promoting

the knowledge of inquiry processes is often questioned Bingham, 1969). Recently,

an attempt has been made to identify the significant factors in inquiry and the

student behaviors characteristic of inquiry in the classr 0 A project group of

ESCS and McREL personnel have operationally defined inquiry as a "set of ctivitie.

directed toward solving an open number of related problems in which the student

his 'principal focus a productive enterprise le ding to increased nderstand-

nd a plicatioia," (Lee, 1970). On this basis, any assessment of classroom in-

qui y must be pri arily concernad with the amount and nature of student and teacher

activities. In addition, the nature of the verbal communication in tile elassroola

r,holad also reflect the emphasis upon inquiry processes.

This study was conducted to examine the relationship between two potential

measures of inquiry--,-]:bul communication as measured through the use of interac

analysis and classroom activities as assessed by the Science Classroom Activities

Checklist. The Science Activities Checklist is an adaption of the Biology Class-

zoom Activities Checklist Kochendorfer, 1966). The wording on several items

modified to adapt them to use in junior high school science classes. In addition,

two items specific to the classes tested were added. The instrument consisted of

55 true-false questions organized into seven sections These seven sections we

a follows

on A - Role of the Teacher in the Classroom

Section B Student Classroom Particip tion

Section C - Use of Textbook and Reference Materials

Sectio esign and Use of Tests

Section E - Laboratory PreparatIon

Section .e - Type of Laboratory Activities

Section G xJaboratory Follov-up Activit



The obeervational instrument used was a modif'ieci'form of the Parakh System

of Interaction Analysis (Parakh, 1965). This system consists of sixty-three codes

classifying pupil and teacher behavior for the quantification of observations. The

predominent activity is coded every foul seconds for appro-eimately twenty to thirty

minutes of each taped classroom session. The codes are then recorded on a matrix

and utilized to analyze the type sequence and conte t of teacher and pupil mess

A random sample of ten junior high school teachers was drawn from a populatioa

ef 42 teachers enrolled in the University of Pittsburgh Earth Science Project.

This project is funded by the Nati nal Science Foundation and is designed to expand

and improve the earth s ience offerings in the schools of Allegheny County. A ren-

das table of numbers was again utilized for the selection of classroom periods

to Le tape-recorded and administered the Science Classroom .Activities Cnecklist.

Tbe final sample consisted of six 9th-grade earth science classrooms, three 9th-

grade general science classrooms, and one 7th-grade science classroam. A total of

234 students participated in the study. A sirgle cla s esion VES tc.re-.. corded

for each teacher and the students each class were given the S lenee Cla- r_om

Activities Checklist on the following day. Tapes were then analyzed using the

Fa kh Modified Interaction Analysis System. Mean score on the Science Clase oom

Activities Checklist were then calculated fo- each class for total score and for

each section oi the instrument.

Ih a projatt
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model. Three modes were defined in the Six Set Sy 4. lecture itIi 6:0 and 5:1

sets of teacher and pupil messags; lecture recitatio with 4:2, 3:3 and 2:4 sets;

mid the inquiry approach with 1:5 and 0:6 sets. Success in inquiry training wa

substantiated by the decreas in teacher output teacher-talk) and the shift from

lecture recitation into a nigher representation in the inquiry mode. Suggested

information conditions for the inquiry approach to occur were made in this -tudy.

These were; (1) teacho-Jr output must be in forms which rornote student questioni

2) teacher-gener ted events do not dominate the environme (3) pupil-generated

events must be in an inquiring mode

and (4) pupil-p,ene ated inf ation

A study 2elating to BSCS using

in the form -f explanations- facts, and qu

flows are transmitted to other pupils.

the Flander's System of interaction A lysis

has been reported by LaShier (1966). This study 1ms initia ed to determine the

relationship between certain aspects of the verbal behavior of vtudent teache

and -ft- achievements and attitudes of students particip ti g in a BSCS Laboratory

Bloch. A second purpose was to describe the difference in interaction atterns

between direct and indirect groups of student teachers. This study showed higher

achievement for students in the indirect classes; i.e. , classes in which student

icipation was supported and encouraged. LaShier also found a higher amot

tpil-taIk in the indirect group as compared -with the direct group. Total le

ure time accounted for 57% of te

fOr the indirect group.
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These studies to indicate that student involAement in the classroom

dialogue is an lwortant co p nent of the 'ear ing process. However, the resear ii

cited does not attempt to investigate the types of activity in which students engage.

The present study attempts to deal with both of these aspects of classroom inquiry.

Results of the Study

The results of this stqdy are divided into three teps; to measure tie

verbal behavior in the classroom through the use of interaction analysis (2)

measure the amount of inquiry oriented activity using the Science Classr Acti-

vities Checklis# and (3) to determine the relationship between these twu measuros.

Some of the data obtained through interaction analysis of the verbal behavior

is given in Table 1. Teacher-talk (TS and TQ) made up an average of 30 3p of the

verbal communication with teacher-questions accounting for 19.1%. Pupil resp n

to teacher-questions (PR and PV) took MO 15.9% of the time, pupil self-initiatea

commu ications al and FQ) made up 3.7% of the verb I behavior. The over-all

--Liicture is thus erie of a highly teacher-dominated environm nt. Not only is th

teacher contributing over 80 of the verbal communication, but over 80% of the pupil

messages are responses to teacher-directed questions. However, the wnount of teacher

talk varies from a low of 64.6% to a high of 97.3%

Use of the Six Set System suggested by-Moser and Feldgoise (1968 ) confirms

the extent to which teachers dominate the classroom verbal interaction (see Tabl

Only two classes show any evidence of what Moser and Feldgoise called the inquiry

mode. Approximately 65% of the avers e class time is in the lecture mode with

fied as lecture-discussion.les than 34% of-the instruction c

The Pearson-product moment correlation was used t establish the relaLdonship

between sections of the :Science Classroom Activities Checklist. These coefficients

are found in Table 3. Section G Laboratory Follow-up P.ctivities) had the hi

correlation coefficient .90) with the total score suggesting that. it Rey be

critical factor in the practice of using inquiry. All sections cor

-4-

ateci highly



Classrooa

A

211

J

Mean

Table 1

Percentage of Digrar Codes for Classrooms A-J*

TS TQ

92.7

80.2

76.6

53.6

6.8

56.9

60.2

53.9

39.6

32.1

61.2

seacher Statements

= Teacher Questions

pi

PS

4.6 i=l710418,111.0 2.4 0.2

12.1 2.0 4.7 0.7 0.3

12.6 2.3 6.8 1.7

28.7 15.0 2.6

14.4 7.2 5.1 2.9

24.0 6.8 11.6 0.7

16.8 3.4 12.0 0.2 7.4

16.7 5.5 14.1 2.1 7.5

28.8 6.6 19 7 3.1 2,2

32.5 8.2 23.0 3.8 0,4

19.1 5.7 10.2 1.5 2.2

Required Resp nse to Teacher

upil Volunteered Response to Teacher

PS -%Pupil Self-initiated Statement

PUpil Que
. .



Table 2

Percentage of Time Spent in the Three Ou-mt Modes

of The Six Set System

Class7.7oom

A

Mean

cture

100.0

87.0

84.2

76.7

69.6

76.7

59.2

39.7

33.7

241

64.9

% Lecture-Discussion Inquiry

0.0

13.0

15.8

23.1

30.4

23.3

40.8

56.2

59.0

75.9

33.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.1

7.3

0.0

1.2



with each other with the exception of Section D (Design and Use of Tests) which

also 113a a comparatively low correlation with total score. This suggests an alea

that .needs further investigation. It may be that teachers using inquiry fail to

support this approach in their use of evaluative instruments.

Since the percent of teacher-talk seems to be a Coed indication ot the teachers

domination of the classroom verbal behavior, we were interested in the relationship

between its measure and the average total score on the Science Classroom Activity

hecklist. The data is presentea in Table 4. The Spearman Eank Correlation Cocffic-

J_ent which provides for the ranking of observatio. ns on the ordinal scale was used,

The correlation coefficient between percent of teacher-taIk and tot 1 score oh the

.ctivity Checklist NIBS found to be .''9. The Spearman rank correlation was also

calculated between total score and the six types of digrams used in the Interaction

Analysis System. Total score correlated -.89 with the percent with TS, .90 with

.62 with PV, 34 with PS, .89 with PR, and .37 with PQ.

The highest coefficient is obtained for the correlation between total sco::e on

the Science Classroom Activities Checklist and percent of time attributed to

teacher quesbions ( 90). Thus, classrooms with the higher average s ca.ss on the

Activity Checklist displayed the greatest amount of questioning by the teacher ale,

ly, the -awest amount of teacher statements shown by a -.89 corrolatioii

ficient. Pupil self-initiated statements and pupil questions did not seem to

any significant relationship to total score. However, it should be noted tn.t

these eventa made:Up leaL,thanj4-,-.Of the al,verbal behavior.

This investigation ws conducted to studY the relationship bet

inviry in junior high school scieiice cla ses.tial measures

ted cIas ma the Science Classro

Ten randomly selec-

-Activity-Chedklist -and the verbal in-

teractien pattern of the classrooms vas analyz ed,:

-7-



Table 3

Pears0. Product Moment Correlation Coefficients Between

Sections of the Science Classroom Activity Checklist

Total

Total
Sco.oe

Section
, A

Section Section Section Section Section Section

Score .71 .73 .81 .27 .76 .64 .90

A .71 .45 .49 .19 .75 .15 .61

li .73 .45 .59 .45 .37 .41 .57

.81 41 .59 .30 .48 .58 .53

D .27 .19 .45 .30 .15 - 34 .03

n .76 .75 37 .48 .15 .31 -71

.64 .15 .41 .58 -.34 il .70

.90 .61 .57 53 .03 .71 .70

action A Bole of the Teacher in _he cla s oom

Section B Student Classroom Participation

Secti f Textbook and Reference Naterials

Section D _ign and Use of Tests

Secti n E - Laboratory Preparation

action 1, Type of Laboratory Activities

Section laboratory Follow-up Activities



Table 4

Percentage of Teacher Talk and Corresponaing

Average
Total Score on Science Classroom Activity Checklist

Cla ssom q Teacher-Talk_

A

D

lii

97-3

92.3

89.2

02.z,

81.2

80.9

77.0

70.6

68

64.6

Aver ge Score on SCAC

21.4

24.0

26.1

29.8

29.3

26.5

29.5

25.5

29.9

33-5

S.D. 9-7 3-3



Total scores on the SCAC showed a positive correlation with the percent of

time spent on teacher-questions and a negative correlation with the quantity of

teacher-statements. It appears that teachers who en ge in more of the activiti

assessed by the Science Classroom Activity Checklist also spend a greater portion

of the time questioning students and less time imparting information.

The data indicates that inquiry makes up a small pelt of what goes on in the

classrooms included in this sample. The average score on the SCAC was 27.6 out of

a pozsible 55 points. Teacher-talk ave aged 80. 3% of the verbal interaction and

s-Gud'n self-initiated communications were observed less than 4% of the ti ic

appaars that the teachers observed were, for the most part, unable or unwilling tt;

engage in any substantial amount of inquiry-oriented classroom activity. This notIon

is supported by the extent to which teachers dominated classroom discussions .

other problem, which n eds additional investigation, arises from the suggestion

even where some inquiry occurs it does not seem to change tho evaluative procedures

used by the inn ructors.
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